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Introduction
Communication is a key activity of ENHAnCE as a means to give project visibility, inform and reach
out to society, showing the benefits of the research. With this objective in mind, using the dedicated
means and targeting multiple audiences even beyond the project's own community (including the
media and the public), press releases and TV documentaries have been produced being planned
strategically, pursuing a creative and innovative way of communication with all the beneficiaries
involved in the outreach.

Press releases
During the action, a variety of press releases about the ENHAnCE ITN project have been published
in generalistic and academic communication media presenting the project and its benefits to society.
The following lines indicate the main ones in chronological order (including their permanent links,
when available).

Press release at IDEAL newspaper (Spain)
The following illustrates the digital and print version of the release, dated on 24th of September, 2019.
https://www.ideal.es/miugr/liderara-proyecto-europeo-20190924113630-nt.html

Figure 1. Press Release at IDEAL newspaper, 24/9/2019
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Press release at Canal UGR (University of Granada, Spain)
The following links indicate the digital version of the releases:
https://canal.ugr.es/noticia/la-ugr-liderara-un-proyecto-europeo-para-la-creacion-de-estructurasultraligeras-inteligentes-aplicables-en-aviones-y-aerogeneradores/
https://fundaciondescubre.es/noticias/la-universidad-de-granada-liderara-un-proyecto-europeo-paracrear-de-estructuras-ultraligeras-inteligentes-aplicables-en-aviones-y-aerogeneradores/

Figure 2. Press Release at Canal UGR media, 24/9/2019, 1 de 2
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Figure 3. Press Release at Canal UGR media, 24/9/2019, 2 de 2

Press release at IDEAL newspaper (Spain)
The following illustrates the digital and print version of the release, dated on 15th of April 2021.
https://www.ideal.es/miugr/mayores-expertos-mundo-20210415185232nt.html?ref=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F

Figure 4. Press Release at IDEAL newspaper, 15/4/2021
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TV video-documentary
A TV documentary has been broadcasted in a short format to be distributed through the ENHAnCE
website and on at least one regional Spanish TV with whom agreements are already established. It is
aimed to explain the project with meaningful images and explanations from the principal actors: the
researchers, Coordinator, Supervisors and Project Manager. The same documentary has already been
published on a number of ENHAnCE social media with the aim of popularising the developments
among the non-expert public. The link to the documental video is here: https://youtu.be/ul9uC_JfFAc

Figure 5. Image from the ENHAnCE project video documentary at https://youtu.be/ul9uC_JfFAc

In addition to this, for the presentation of the technical background of the researchers along with their
thoughts about the project, main goals and plans for their future careers, individual videos were filmed
for every researcher and included on the ENHAnCE website. Video of every ESR presentation in:
https://h2020-enhanceitn.eu/esrs/

Figure 6. Image from the individual videos of every researcher at https://h2020-enhanceitn.eu/esrs/
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In order to deep inside the project, a message from the Coordinator has been also included, with a
clear and comprehensive exposition of the meaning, scope, and goals pursued by the project from the
author. Message from the coordinator: https://youtu.be/DGPOqDuJUTE

Figure 7. Image from the message of the Coordinator at https://youtu.be/DGPOqDuJUTE

To this filming action done with the help of professional journalists, a budget was allocated for its
importance in giving the correct and careful messages to the audience, and for having the complete
rights of communication widely and openly during and beyond the project. The Supervisory Board
agreed that that measure was even more beneficial than producing one or more TV realeses, where
the control of contents and dissemination is limited.
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